
Practice Plan: Monday 4/11  
Grades 6 – 8 
 
6:00  Dynamic warm up 

 Jog/Jog  
 High Knees/Butt Kicks  
 Frankenstein walks/quad pulls 
 Quad hugs/Cross over toe touch  
 Side shuffle/side shuffle facing opposite direction 
 Karaoke/Karaoke facing opposite direction 
 Sprint/sprint 

 
6:05  Passing and catching:  Partner passing 
 

 Pass and catch strong hand to strong hand 
 Weak hand to weak hand 
 Ground balls too 
 Ground balls away 

 
6: 15 3v2 to cage 

 3 lines of attack at the restraining line 
 2 lines of D on the end line 
 Play starts with a clear from the goalie (or a coach) to one of the attacking 

lines 
 3v2 to cage 
 End the drill if it lasts longer than 30 secs 
 Defense should clear it past the restraining line if they get it 
 Coaching Focus: Defensive communication, Attack spacing and ball 

movement, intensity (encourage full speed play) 
 
6:30 “Numbers” game or Steal the Bacon 
 
 
6:45 Attack Motion Time 

 Have 5 attackers set up around the 8 
 Discuss importance of settling the ball at x 
 Discuss spreading out the field and how to move off ball 

o Adjacent to ball cuts hard through, asking for the ball and clearing 
space for the ball to dive to cage 

o 2 away from the ball pops out as help  
 Have the girls run through “pass cut away motion” with no defense 
 Every player should get  rep on air, then add 5 defenders in 
 Coaching points: spreading out around the 8 meter, clearing space 

for the attacker, good passing and catching 



 
7:00 Power and Finesse Shooting Game 
 
7:25 Post practice meeting, discuss what they learned at practice 

 
  



Practice Plan: Wednesday 4/13  
Grades 6 – 8 
 
6:00  Dynamic warm up 

 Jog/Jog  
 High Knees/Butt Kicks  
 Frankenstein walks/quad pulls 
 Quad hugs/Cross over toe touch  
 Side shuffle/side shuffle facing opposite direction 
 Karaoke/Karaoke facing opposite direction 
 Sprint/sprint 

 
6:05  Man over board tag game for warm up (I will lead this game) 
 
6:15  Passing and catching: Passing and Catching on the move 

 Shuttles line 
 Pass and catch strong hand to strong hand 
 Weak hand to weak hand 
 Ground balls too 
 Ground balls away 

 
Split girls up into two or 3 groups (depending on availability of 
coaches) by skill level 

 
6:25  Review dodges 

 Face, roll, split 
 Change of speed and direction 
 Girls partner up and practice each dodge on stationary defender 

 
6:35 2-point 1v1s 

 Two line at the top of the 12meter 
 Attacker starts with ball on the 12meter  
 Defenders starts on the 8meter 
 Play it out to goal 
 Coaching points: defense- ABCDs, attack-dodging north/south and 

changing speed 
 

6:50   Review defense 
 
 On Ball Defense 

 Approach, Breakdown, Contact, Direct 
 

Review off ball defensive positioning 
 Everyone marks up on the 8m 



 Everyone sees ball and girl 
 Players crash to ball when the player with the ball enters the 8m 

 
7:00 Scrimmage Full Field 

 Divide the girls up into their teams 
 Round-robin scrimmaging 
 No Draws 
 Play it out to goal 
 Coaching points: defense- ABCDs, attack-dodging north/south and 

changing speed, COMMUNICATION 
 
7:25 Post practice meeting, discuss what they learned at practice 

 


